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West Bengal State University 

B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. (Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2011

Part - I 

PHILOSOPHY· - GENERAL 

Paper - I 

(Newand Old Syllabus) 

Duration : 3 Hours [ Maximum Marks : 100 

1. 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as Jar as practicable. 

The figures in the margin indicate fall marks. 

( NEW SYLLABUS ) 

GROUP-A 

Answer Question Nos. 1 & 2 which are compulsory and two from the rest within 

300 words each. 

Answer any five questions within two sentences each : 

a) What is meant by nastika philosophy? Name two nastika schools.

b) Why is Carvaka known as materialistic ?

5 X 2 = 10 



2. 

19 

c) What is meant by the term 'sannikar�a· according to Nyaya?

d) Define SIDftl according to Nyaya.

ilJHl�C\!5 .,.� � <W;'f ?

e) What are the different kinds of dravya�s according to Vaise�ika? ·

0 How many karma-s are admitted by Vaise�ika? What are they? 

g) Define samanya according to Vaise�ika.

h) Mention the names of ayutasiddha padartha-s.

i) What is the relation between Brahman and Ji va according to Sankara ?

j) How many kinds of satta are admitted by the Advaita Vedantins ? What are

they?

������'8��?

Write notes on any two of the following withiri 100 words each : 

� )00 �� �� C<I-�� '8���� � 

a) Carvaka theory of self ( Dehatmavada ) .

61�����( Cl-t��<tflt) I

b) Perceptual cognition ( Pratyak�a ) according to Nyaya.

rUl1f��� I

2 X 5 = 10 
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3. 

c) Nature of Samavaya according to Vaise�ika.

d) Maya in Advaita Vedanta.

Why and how does Carvaka reject anumana as a pr�a? Explain Critically. 15 

4. Distinguish between savikalpaka and nirvikalpaka pratyak�a. Why does Naiyayika
accept nirvikalpaka pratyak�a ? Explain with reasons. 1 O + 5 

f.wf��<t> '8 ')"ff�<f) ��� �� 91'1�<l'>J � I Cii?-ll�<t> C<t>-l Rf�$!)� �lff � ? �>i� 
�"'fl I 

5. Distinguish between jati and upadhi. Explain different kind� of jatlbadhaka-s.

6. 

7. 

Explain the nature of Brahman according to Advaita Vedantins. 

�\!> � �(;'5 � �9( <Ul� <f)� I 

GROUP-B 

8+7 

15 

Answer Quest.ion Nos. 7 & 8 which are compulsory and any two from the rest within 
300 words each. 

Answer any .five questions within two sentences each 

a) What is the extreme form of rationalism?·

5 X 2 = 10 
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b) State two examples of analytic propositions.

c) 'Esse est percipi' - Who said this ? What does it mean ?

'Esse est percipi' - �� �'<ll C<;fS �� ? �� 1¢fQ{ w) ?

d) What is a posteriori proposition ? Give example.

e) What are the basic tenets of Regulatory theory ?

f) According to whom all a posteriori propositions are synthetic ?
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g) What are the different kinds of idea admitted by Descartes ? Mention the

names.

h) What is the main thesis of parallelis� ?

i) Which philosophical school maintains that 'necessary propositions are always

analytic'?

j) State the main tenets of representative realism.
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8. Answer any two of the following questions within 100 words each: 2 X 5.= 10 

9. 

a) Explain briefly main tenets of empiricism.

b) Explain briefly main tenets of naive realism.

c) Exp�ain the rationalist view about the relation between cause and effect.

d) Explain briefly the Identity theory of mind-body relation.

Explain critically rationalist view c;is a theory of the source of knowledge. 15 

10. Explain philosopher Locke's representative realism. Why does Berkeley refute this

view? 10 + 5

1 1. Critically explain entailment theory of causation. 

12. Explain and examine parallelism regarding mind-body relation. Is this acceptable ?

15 

t 15 
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